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THE ISOLATED CELLIST
1

PRÉLUDE (PIÈCES DE VIOLE, LIVRE 3, NO.1)

		

Marin Marais (1656-1728) arr. Clare O’Connell (b. 1974)

2

CHE SI PUÒ FARE?

		

Barbara Strozzi (1619-1677) arr. Clare O’Connell

3

THERE’S A RUMOUR GOING ROUND, WE DON’T
KNOW WHAT IT IS, BUT WE ALL GET IN LINE

		

Aidan O’Rourke (b. 1975) and Kit Downes (b. 1986)

4

STÙ CRIATO

		

Enzo Gragnaniello (b.1954)

5

THE GIRL CLIMBED THE STAIRS TO BED

		

Aidan O’Rourke and Kit Downes

6

CANZONETTA SPIRITUALE SOPRA LA NANNA

		

Tarquinio Merula (1595-1665) arr. Clare O’Connell

7

LE BADINAGE (PIÈCES À UNE ET À TROIS VIOLES,
LIVRE 4, SUITE D’UN GOÛT ETRANGER, NO. 13)

		

Marin Marais arr. Clare O’Connell

2’28

3’31

2’07

3’46

4’01

6’05

5’00

8

HYMN TO NIKKAL

		

Alex Mills (b. 1985)

9

LA BISCAYENNE (PIÈCES À UNE ET À TROIS VIOLES,
LIVRE 4, SUITE NO. 6, NO. 11)

		

Marin Marais arr. Clare O’Connell

6’35

10 DOUGLAS AND AILEEN STOOD IN FRONT OF THE BLUE PLAQUE
		

6’28

Stefano Landi (1587-1639) arr. Clare O’Connell

12 LU PASSARIELLU (TARANTELLA DELL’AVENA)
		

2’31

Traditional arr. Clare O’Connell

13 SEACHRÁN SI
		

2’13

Aidan O’Rourke and Kit Downes

11 AUGELLIN
		

2’46

3’20

Traditional arr. Clare O’Connell

				

50’51

CLARE O’CONNELL cello

THE ISOLATED CELLIST
This is a collection of pieces gathered, arranged and performed during the coronavirus
pandemic and ensuing lockdown in the summer of 2020.
Determined to do something worthwhile with the sudden expanse of time during the days,
weeks and months of isolation and encouraged by my neighbours, I gave a series of concerts
on my front doorstep, making new arrangements of music I loved which related to themes
surrounding the pandemic. Wanting to make something original and hoping to cheer the
people on my street, I created this collection of new pieces using my loop station, building up
layers of harmony and rhythm underneath songs which meant something to me.
I recorded (and rerecorded) this collection of tracks in my front room using only the
technology at my disposal, dodging increasing noise of cars parking, children shouting and
the extraordinary amount of building work and DIY taking place as we slowly came out of
lockdown.
I am indebted to Alex Mills, who at very short notice wrote the sublime centrepiece of this
collection as a gift to me. Thank you to Aiden O’Rourke, who let me make three arrangements
of his own compositions to perform, and for this album. To my husband, Dominic Shovelton, for
teaching me logic, sharing his kit and for his masterful mixing, patience, support and love.
Enormous thanks as well to Liam Byrne, Daniel Pioro and David Le Page for listening and
suggesting and encouraging, and to Ian Dearden for his advice and time.
I have an obsession with early music and discovered Marais’ Prélude while researching a
programme for Behind The Mirror, my concert series in Berkhamsted. This prelude seemed a
perfect opening to the first of my doorstep concerts, and subsequently this album. Throughout
most of Louis XIV’s reign, Marin Marais served as viol player in the king’s chamber and left an
astonishingly diverse body of works for the instrument: five volumes of solo suites and
numerous chamber works for viol and other instruments. His Pièces de viole include many of
the typical French court dances: allemandes, sarabandes, gigues, and chaconnes along with
numerous programmatic works, including Le Tableau de l’Opération de la Taille - a musical
depiction of gallstone surgery in an era before anesthesia.

Che si può fare? is a piece which I first encountered in a concert with the Catalan singer and
multi instrumentalist Clara Sanabras, and struck by the profound lyrics I felt it had to be
played during lockdown. Barbara Strozzi , one of the most prolific Italian baroque composers
of the 17th century, set this piece to poetry written by Italian librettist Aurelio Aureli. With text
such as, “What can be done if heaven has no peaceful influence to soothe my sorrows,” this
work clearly intends to evoke a sense of heartache and despair, something we can all relate to
during the Covid era.
Searching for new music I wrote to Scottish contemporary folk music fiddle player and
composer Aidan O’Rourke, to ask if he could suggest some Scottish Folk tunes to play on my
doorstep. He generously offered to send me the notes of anything I liked on his 365: Volume 2
album. 365 is a project inspired by James Robertson‘s short story anthology of the same name,
containing 365 stories of 365 words written one per day for a year. It is a huge undertaking
combining O’Rourke’s innately Scottish traditional musical backbone with Kit Downes’s jazz
influences to form a chamber set of beautifully observed and played pieces. The title of
There’s a Rumour Going Round, We Don’t Know What It Is, But We All Get In Line, Aidan
O’Rourke and Kit Downes’ relentless and intriguing piece, felt very apt during lockdown with
people criticising others’ behaviour on social media, our obsession with the news and constant
speculation as to what would happen over the coming weeks. The insidious G drone is an
attempt to express that.
I found Stù Criato on an early music album and assumed it to be an ancient Neopolitan folk
song. It is in fact an Italian pop song written by Enzo Gragnaniello. To me it speaks of
community, love, death, hope - all thing innately relevant to this time. I imagined it being
chanted on a street corner in Naples during time of plague.
The Girl Climbed the Stairs to Bed is a beautiful lonely little piece, full of melancholy and
restrained beauty. It is for my daughter Leo.
The hypnotic, anxious lullaby, Canzonetta spirituale sopra la nanna, is all about a
mother trying to get her baby to sleep - but not just any mother. Mary is rocking her
baby Jesus to sleep in her arms, but as she does, she knows in her heart that her son will
eventually be crucified, and she becomes more and more desperate throughout the
song. This is an extraordinary work written by one of the finest and most progressive
Italian composers of his generation, who excelled in both vocal and instrumental music,
and advanced the form and technique of just about every contemporary musical trend
in north Italy.

The Suite d’un Goût Étranger (Suite in a Strange Style) was considered by Marais as “a
completely new departure in France.” Its fifteen movements bring to life such scenes as Tatar
nomads on the march (Marche Tartare), a fierce whirlwind (Le Tourbillon), the labored
breathing of an asthmatic (L’Asmatique), and an ingenious mashup of two dances
of incompatible meter and character in the Allemande pour le sujet et Gigue pour la Basse.
Le Badinage is a supremely elegant descriptive and poignant conversation (banter) using
string crossing to create the most beautiful harmonic structure.
Hymn to Nikkal is the centrepiece of this collection. Introduced to Welsh composer Alex Mills
by Liam Byrne, I commissioned him to write a piece for my piano trio which hasn’t been
performed yet due to lock down restrictions. We then discussed a new piece for another solo
project in early 2020, but which by lockdown had lost any meaning or relevance. During the
recording of this album I phoned Alex to ask if he would consider writing something to
accompany the material I already had. It transpired that he had been working on his own
lockdown project with a Lebanese singer using as his source material the oldest written
surviving melody. Within four days he sent me this incredible Hymn to Nikkal, an ancient
fertility goddess to whom this melody was dedicated. We worked on the recording together,
sending my various takes back and forth, so you are hearing exactly what he wanted. Alex is a
joy to work with, and gifted this piece to me, one of the many remarkable things that my
community of musicians have been doing throughout this time to support each other and keep
the inspiration alive.
On first hearing La Biscayenne driving home from a concert I became extremely excited
because I knew how easily I could play this on my own with lots of built up layered sound. It is a
tambourin dance traditionally featuring a prominent drum in duple time and refers to Biscay,
a historical territory of the Basque region.
The uplifting tune Douglas and Aileen Stood In Front of the Blue Plaque is a joy to play, and a
fine example of Aiden O’Rourke’s ability to write an exquisite melody.
I am so grateful to Clara Sanabras for introducing me to the extraordinary Italian early
Baroque master Stefano Landi, and his song Augellin (The Little Songbird). One of the most
important figures in the early history of opera and a leading Roman composer of his day, Landi
also composed many arias and villanellas, accompanying them on the harp or the Spanish
guitar, each of which constitute a miniature art form of concentrated perfection, and which on
closer inspection lead the way into a universe all his own. He was an alto in the papal choir and
one of the many musical employees of the wealthy and influential Barberini family, which

meant he was surrounded by some of the finest artistic talent in Italy, all gathered in unheated
servants’ quarters, competing for the recognition, attention and exposure that would
guarantee them a future. Augellin is a deceptively simple, poignant song of unrequited love.
The concept of music as a cure for illness is very powerful, symbolic and valuable, and so
I couldn’t have made an album in the time of coronavirus without including a Tarantella - a
traditional dance form from the south of Italy said to cure the venom of the tarantula bite.
Lu passariellu is a traditional chant from southern Italy and the words begin; “Beware,
the sparrow’s in the oats. If we don’t drive it away it will eat the lot!”
I first heard Seachrán Si on Ensemble Ériu’s 2013 album and couldn’t stop listening to it. Being
of Irish descent I feel a connection with it that I can’t explain, and so felt compelled to play it
myself. The narrative accounts relating to the song include the following, which was collected
by Brian Mac Lochlainn for the Irish Folklore commission in 1946:
“There was a man long ago and the night he married, his wife died - she was taken. He
was on his way to fetch supplies for her wake. But the good people brought him into
the fort for sport, and when he went in , he saw his wife - who had died. She welcomed
him and did her utmost to ask him, to see if he could bring her away. That’s why she
asked him for a game of cards, because if he won the game, she was his - but he didn’t
understand what she wanted. Then Conchúr Ó Dálaigh said he would marry her
himself - he was the King of the Fairy host - and he had to leave then without her.”
I think of this song as a conversation between the unfortunate husband and the king of the
fairies, another Badinage.
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